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IMAGINATION
ON WHEELS

Cardinal students build floats to represent favorite books

Hoover:
Threats not
credible
Bomb threats found in high
school Friday and Monday
By KELLY GERLACH
News Editor
kgerlach@mspress.net

Two bomb threats in as many school days
have disrupted classes at Maquoketa High
School.
Students
were
dismissed
early
Friday after finding
a message with the
word “bomb” in a
restroom.
The building was
searched and “no
credible threat” was
found, according to
district superintendent Chris Hoover.
CHRIS HOOVER
“The
message
was found in a restroom at the high school
by some high school students around lunch
time,” Hoover said. “We did dismiss students
[at 12:05 p.m.] as a result of the message.
“I cannot say much more than that because
this is still an active investigation,” Hoover
added. “I can say that the word ‘bomb’ is
what was concerning.”
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Prairie Creek
discussion
still ongoing
Supervisors looking
for money up front
By KELLY GERLACH
News Editor
kgerlach@mspress.net

MSP photos by Brooke Taylor

(Above right) Little sister Wrigley Parramore stopped the parade to give a hug to her big sis, Sienna. Students
decorated floats to represent their favorite book and paraded them down the hallway at Cardinal Elementary. (Left
top) Landyn Hass tugs his float down the hallway. (Left middle) Some students went all out to represent the title
of their favorite reading. (Left bottom) Eli Lucas proudly shows off his work of art.

This hungry catipillar brought some sweet treats to eat later in the day with friends.

They agree that a campground and cabins
would be a great addition to Prairie Creek
Recreation Area, but
they still haven’t
resolved how to pay
for it.
The
Jackson
C o u n t y
Conservation Board
and county Board
of Supervisors last
week met for a work
session to discuss
how to build camping areas and cab- DARYL PARKER
Jackson County
ins in the 273-acre
Conservation
park on Maquoketa’s
Director
southeast side.
The supervisors left the session with some
decisions to make about how much money,
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